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Summary:
A fundamental aspect of the human being is his behavior, for he can
choose either to draw closer to goodness or reject it entirely. The person
who achieves greater action conducts any type of work with greater
facility, for action brings him closer to his essence. Corruption in
corporations occurs not only when the company seeks profit above all
other goals, but also when the personal, day-to-day corruption goes
unconscientized.

The principal aspect of the human being is his behavior, for he can choose
either to draw closer to goodness or to reject it entirely.
The individual of greater action is the one who accomplishes any type of
work with greater facility, for he is closer to his essence.
Nowadays it`s easy to see corruption?
On others...
It is stamped everywhere: tv, newspaper, school homework, even at pub
conversations.
Our politicians, for example, regardless of the flag color, are involved in
several cases of corruption.
We can also see it in corporate environments, at huge transactions, with a
lot of money and powerful people. They do whatever is needed to achieve
their goals.
We read the book A Libertação pelo Conhecimento by Norberto Keppe and
we are astonished about the concept of corruption. It is disturbing to
perceive the corruption within me.

We started to observe corruption from a different point of view and now
we want to share with you what we have discovered, especially at work
environment.
It shows how their awareness is the most important of all knowledge, and
can lead humanity to total freedom and its consequent development.
Keppe purpose a scientific methodology for people and individuals to be
free of the emotions and rationalisms in which they live until today,
causing all forms of difficulty (wars, poverty, diseases), to finally enter the
age of reason.
Can we see our own corruption?
We don’t perceive our own corruption, however we are able do quote
dozens of examples in others.
We act according to immediate advantages, for example, a sales girl i used
to work with, in order to close a contract, cheated on some rules and
argued that it's just one time, no one will know and no one will be
bothered.
After many of these daily little lies we start to think: what will we gain
immediately?
We fix our minds within partial or false ideals of existence / reality.
With a segmented mind we make unconscious choices, without noticing,
and spoil our day.
And how do we corrupt the work environment?
Meet Bruce:
Work as a manager and doesn`t know how to lead people
He has difficulties to use his power, he is perfectionist and doesn`t
prepare an employee to become a leader.
Bruce centralizes their decisions and doesn`t allow the subordinate to
grow.
Can you see the inner corruption in this case?
Nevertheless it´s important to perceive our inner corruption at work
environment.

It´s important to see our internal corruption that is not about lows or earn
money. It´s about our day to day work.
What Bruce thinks and says:
• No one will do the task so perfect like me.- Theomania
• My subordinate aren´t capable enough - Theomania
• I can do it better myself – Theomania
• The subordinate will do the work too well, better than me - Envy
In a first moment we can think that is a situation that training the
manager will be the solution.
He is corrupting the function of Leadership in the corporate. Is it honesty?
No, because the Corporate is paying him to Lead and develop others.
He´s acting this way to get some advantages. What kind of advantages
can we see?
We know what`s correct but why do we corrupt, spoil what is correct?
And the worst, we create a lot of excuses that justify our acts of
corruption.
How do we corrupt our daily work?
By denying the knowledge.
There is a desire to corrupt nature, to change the order of things, to break
with reality, to destroy good and virtue and to vitiate the ones who are
moral.
A company can offer you a pack of benefits, cell phone, credit card, car,
notebook, status, insurance, money and much more .
Knowledge exists by itself. We do not want to see because it is against our
desires to do whatever we want without considering the reality.
Not knowing about what is good makes us accept evil without having the
slightest idea of how it harms.
Valdirene works in a corporate for 20 years on the same area.

She knows everything about all tasks. She became and specialist in her
area.
Valdirene receives a lot of positives feedback about her performance. She
perfectionist and not accept errors.
If someone asks her something about the task she answers aggressively
What is the inner corruption?
• Impatient - Theomania
• Doesn`t like to teach others – Envy
• She doesn`t want share knowledge - Theomania
She is corrupting her function of mentor.
Valdirene is a selfish person and doesn´t want to teach others
Causes bad impact due to her respond way
She’s a selfish person about her task therefore she´s corrupting the work
environment
Her way is the right way
It´s not about earn money it’s about teambuilding
She doesn´t like to teach others because others will learn and perhaps do
the task better
Impatient - Doesn´t have time to spend with others
She's surrounded of bad feelings like fear, anger.
Is it honesty?
No, because the Corporate is paying her to share knowledge with others.

Thought and conduct
If our thinking is contaminated our actions will also be bad (unconscious)
intentions corrupt knowledge on its roots and destroy thought its origin.
Knowledge is spontaneous, but our inverted will destroys it.

We are driven almost exclusively by emotions and not by reason as we
believe that is why we reject knowledge.
We leave our will free, influenced by the emotions, by bad intentions, and
with this we decompose, deteriorate and corrupt our own mind and
consequently our actions.
We create a lot of fantasies that comes from our narcissism and
egocentrism.
Bad (unconscious) intentions corrupt knowledge on its roots and destroy
thought in its origin.
The only way to stop this situation
... is to know it
Until this moment, we have justified our misconduct by claiming that we
didn’t know what we were doing.
Do not have any more excuses!
You were discovered, I was discovered.
And may everyone see each other so that we can finally reach a world of
peace and well-being.
To get in touch with knowledge we have to give up this paraphernalia of
lies that corrodes our thought.
So you are one of those who have not yet reached a high degree of
corruption and you can still talk about it, discuss it, and bring up the
truth.
Let’s go search the truth, the total knowledge, not the fragmented by the
individual emotions and desires.

